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SUMMARY

An investigation has been conducted at the Langley
full-scale tunnel to obtain b~sio performance data for
the FRT-2helicopter rotor. Blade motion as well as rotor
forces and power were measured for the static-thrust con-
dition and for a llmlted range of forward-flight condi-
tions. Only the force-test data are gresented In this
paper.

The static-thrust data ars presented as the varia-
tion of thrust coefficient with torque coefficient. The
forward.-flirhtrmrformance dcta have been reduoed to
lift coefficients and drag-lift rhtios, and ths varia-
tion of these parameters with pitch angle and tip-speed
ratio are @ven for a series of sptndle-sngle settings.
In addition, charts of convenient form are prepared from
which the performmnoe of a helicopter equipped with such
a rotor may be obtelned rapidly for the ran6e of condi-
tions oovered.

The rotor performance”is compared wtth that pre-
dicted-from theoretloal studies and the comparison shows
that available theories provide reasonably aocurate
predictions of helicopter performance If tha actual blade-
section characteristics are used In the calculations.
More detailed analysis of th6 validity of the theories,
especially with regard to seoond-order effects, is not
justified at present because the data available are too
limited and tunnel effects are not yet oonpletely evaluated.

.
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INTRODUCTION

Tests have been conducted at the Langley full-scale
tunnel to determine the performance characteristics of
the FV-2 helicopter rotor. ~ese tests wera requested
by the 3ureau of Aemnautlcs, Navy Department, and were
Intended to provide basic performance data on a full-scale
helicopter rotor which would be used to determine the
validity of existing theory and which would aid in nmking
rational evaluations of proposed helicopter designs.

The tests included photographic observations of tha
blade motion as well as measurements of the rotor forces
and power input to the rotor. These measurements were
made for the static-thrust case and over a range of forwa?H-
fli~ht conditions. The tip-speed ratio rage for
the tests in the forward-fli~ht conditions was approxi-
mately 0.11 to 0.2~. Due to vibrational difficulties
it was p~cessary to conduct the tests at reduced rotor
speeds and the tests were, in effect, shout two-thirds
of full scale.

The readi~ and computing of the photograpl:ic
blade-motion records have not been completed except for
those readings necessary for the determination of the
mean pitch angle at the 0.75 radius. Accordingly, only
the results of the force tests are presented. The
results of the static-thrust measurements, in coeffi-
cient form, have been compared with the analysis of
referenoe 1. The Eorward-flight performance data have
also been reduced to fundamental nondimensional parwieters
and the variation of these parameters with tip-speed ratio,. pitch angle, and spindle-angle setting are given. Since
these data cover ranges of helicopter design conditions,
a procedure is outlined for applying these“results to
rotomoperating at given flight conditions. The rotor
perforuwnce for several flight conditions is obtrined
and these results are compared with the performance
predicted by the charts of reference 2.

SYKBOLS

R rotor-blade radius”

b number of blades
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0 blade chord of untapered portion

o rotor solidity, bc/wR-. .... . .,,,,. .,L - ,-
e~,75 man pttoh an&le at”O.7~R
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P

P

T

L

CL

angular velocity, radians per seoond

spindle-angle setting, positive for rearward
spindle tilt

forward velooity

air density, slugs per cubio foot

tip-speed ratio, V/S2R

rotor thrust

thrust coefficient, T

P(OR)%R2

rotor torque

torque coefficient, ~
P(~R)2fiR2

rotor lift

lift coefficient, L

$V%#

drag equivalent of shaft power input,

power drag-lift ratio

(D/Ll~ induced drag-lift ratio

(D/L). profile drag-lift ratio .

(D/L’)p parasite drag-lift ratio

(D/L)c drag lift ratio representing ~le of climb.

(D/L)r rotor drag-lift ratio, (D/L)I + (D/L).

(D/L)useful ratio of rotor thrust.along fllght path
rotor lift
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equivalent fhat-plate drag area, Parasite dr~
-. &

P@2“

seo”tlonangle of.attack, measured from zero-lift
angle

section drag coefficient

section lift coefficient

slope of lift coefficient against section angle
of attack (radian measure)

,

APPARATUS AND tiSTS

The PV-2 rotor tested was designed to operate at
..

rprnon a helicopter of 1000 pounds gross weight.
‘~ rotor was 25 feet in diameter and hid three blades
of NACA 0012.6 section (synmmtrlcal section with a
maximum thiokness ratfo of 12.6 peroent). The blades
were not twisted or tapered, exoept for out-outs at
the Inboard end.. Pertinent dimensions of the rotor
blades are given in figure 1. The blades had a tubular “’
steel spar, located sllghtly ahead of the 1~-ohord line, “
to which wooden ribs were attached. The rib spacing
varied between 4 and 8 Inches. The forward portion of’
the blade (approximately 30 to 35 percent of the chord)
was covered with plywood and the trailing edge (approxi-
mately 10 percent of the chord) was solid wood. This
framework was oovered with fabric, doped, and polished
to a smooth flnlsh. However, Irregularities in the con-
tour were apparent. - .

,.

The rotor was of the articulated type, having
hfnges that permitted the blades to oscillate in the
plane of rotation as well as normal to the plane of
rotatlono In thl.srotor design hydraulic dampers were
used to absorb the energy of the blade oscillations In
the plane of rotation. In addition to these dampers,
rubber restrainers were used to restrict elastically
the blade flapping and dragging motions. These
restrainers were adjusted to exert no force on the
blades in normal hovering flight and were relatively
soft. Tor example, when a blade was at its maximum
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des$~ flapping angle,.the.be,ndlngmomeqt imposed on the
spar by the restrainer w- equal to :th~.Statia wetg~.

m. . moment of t~ blade. consequentIy,.it iq.believad,tpat
,:. these restrainers would not affect .thq rotor.perfprmame

to a masurable degree, “especiallysince the teqtal~~
made “undertrim conditions and the blade motlQna.were
relatively smalJ. The pltoh engle.of.the blqdea was .
varle.dby ~ am of a movable-bearing mechanism;..mmxtng”
the bearing.parallel to the axis of rotialiion.chapged -
the mean pitoh angle of the blades, and tilting,the “
bearingwith reapeot to the axis of rotation provided “
cyclic variations of pitch angle with azimuth angle... .

The ro”torwas mounted i~”the jet “00the Langley full-
soale tunnel with the rotor hub about 20 feet f’rom.the
entrance.cone aqd approximately on the center line of
the jet (fig~ 2“). Photographs of the setup are ah~wn In
figures 3 and 4. . c

The general assembly of the support system is shcdvn
schematically in figure 5. The main support member is a
stazzdard12-inch structural steel pipe, to the base of
which were welded a base plate and ~wset ~lates.

F

s
column was mounted.on a pair of removable sunpor rames
which were bolted to the floating frame of the lnd-
tunnel balance system. The”rotor pylon was attacked to
the top of this column at three support points. In
order to permit the spindle angle to De varied, the two
front supports were set in trunnions, and the rear su~port
was attsched to a jack-screw type of mechanlem.

An electric motor was used to drive the rotor. The
power input to the rotor was measured by a reaction-type
strain-gage torquemeter whioh was attached to the upper
end of the m~tor casing. The rotor speed was ,measuped
by means of a standard aircraft tachometer.

Slno.ethe tare drag of the pylon and its supporting
structure wou,ldbe large relqtive to the rotor drag
forces, the entire supportiq~ structure was shielded,
from the air stream by a fairlng. During the tests,
this falring was never in contact.with any slyructure
that was connected to the wind-tunnel balances. . .

,

All,tests-were canducted ~der condl.tionscorre=
spending to trim about a rep~sentative center-of-gravity
location, which in this case was taken to be on the axis

3
of rotation and ~7 inches below the center.lirieof the

1 - —--- .
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flappl.mghlpge~..!J!estingunder these ~onditlon$,wopld .
not have been praotlc~l.wi~h We re~lar” wind-tunnel
ba@npes since it ”would”re~ui.rethat the oontrols be
,adjustedoontlnuously until’the rea@ings on five .soales
fulfilled the.desired moment equations. An au@liary
strain-gage balanoe system was tlmrefore”used:w@oh :
gave direct indloation of the rotor thrust and tlie
pltohlng and rolling momenta. The llft and drag dat~ “-
presented, however, were ~btained from the wind-tunnel:
balances. “ ,.

~n order t: “detemlne the oscill~tions and def~ec-
tions of the blades, grain-of-wheat bulbs were installed
at three radial locations on the leadlng agd trailing
edges of one qf the blades. A 35-millimeter motion-..
picture oamera mounted on the rotor hub and rotating:
with It recorded the various blade rlotions.” The mean .
pitch angle at the 0.75 radius station’was-determined
from these camera records by plotting the pitch-angle
variation with azimuth angle.%$ finding the average
value. ..”

“@fore”the rotor tests Are made, vibration
-suryeyp (with a:shaker in plaoe of.the rotor) were “
conduqted to deterhlne .t@ vibratidna~ bharacterist.ibs
of the wind-tunnel setup.” It was fabnd that the”f’lexi-
bility of the supporting structure was sufficient’-.to%lqake
Its natural frequency too low for safe.operation. ~.
support struoture was then reinforced and,severalT:J::ng
wires were used to guy the main support coluqn.
modl.fioationsraised the natural frequency enough to
permit testing up to rotor speeds of about.300 rpm, which
was still below the design rotor speed [371 rpm).
.Testing at these lower rotor speeds, In effect, corre-
sponded to testing at less than full scale.

The stdtio-thrust test$ tiere,tiadewith the spindle
angle set vertloally and the tunnel off. At several rotor
speeds the thrust and torque were measured for the entire
range of pitch angles (about 2a to 90).

For the forward-flight tests the rotor lift, drag,
and torque were measur@ qt severql rotor speeds, tip-
speed ratios, and spindle-angle settings. It”should be
noted that,the minimum tlp=speed ratio obtainable with
a given rotor.in.t~ .Langleyfull-scale tunnel is
limited singe the lowest steadyairstream velocity is
about 30 miles per hour. . The corresponding mtnimum value. . .,
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of tip-speed ratio was about 0.11 for the rotor speeds
attainable in these tests. “

~th the blades .remove~from the rotor hub, tests- -,-.,.were-made to dqtermlne the lift, drag, and.torque tares. of the camera installation and that part of the rotor hub
exposed to the air stream. These tares, whioh do not Include
the drag of the blade shanks, were subtracted from the
rotor test data, and the results presented thus repre-
sent the oharaoteristios of the rotor blades alone.

The tare data obtained with zero airspeed as well
as with the tunnel operati~ showed that the readings of
the yind-tunnel balances became irregular and unreasonable
as soon as the rotational speed exoeeded approximately
280 rpm. Beoau8e of this response of the scales to
frequencies in this range, no data for.rotational speeds
above 280 rpm have been included In this report. The
data obtained at the reduced rotor speeds correspond,
In effect, to those of a rotor tested at about two-
thlrds of full scale.

The data presented for the forward-flight oonditlons
have been corrected for jet-boundary effects by assuming
that tha rotor acts essentially as an airfoil of equal
lift md SPSII.

REHILTS AND DISCUSSION

static Thrust

The results of the static-thrust measurements are
presented in figure 6 as the variation of thrust coeffi-
cient with torque ooeff’iclentfor three rotor speeds.
Since no consistent varlatlon with rotor speed was
apparent,only one curve was falred through the experi-
mental points.

For oomparlson with this experimental curve, three
. theoretical-curves were calculated on the basis of the

mthods given in reference 1. In these methods, the
blade-section characteristics are assumed to be of the
form

Cz = aao

cd = 6 + cao2
o

I —-—.— -——
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In oomputing”the variation of thrust and torque ooeffi:
oients by this msthod tb constants In the equations
were chosen to give an approximation to the seotlon”
characteristics obtained from ~published wind-tunnel
tes.ti?of a similarly constructed blade; these values
were

.
a = 5.56 per radian

)

u = 0.0084 “
E = 0.400

A comparison of the section characteristics corresponding
to these values with the Unpublished data mentlotiedabove ‘~
is shown In figure 7. The upper cmrve of i’~gure6 was
calculated using hhesc constants.

In order to obtain agreement with the results of
model rotor tests it was necessary, fn reference l,to
introduce certdn empirical corrections in tinecalcula- “ .
tions of the torque and thrust coefficients. The cor- .
rection for the torque coefficients involved the use o-f ,.<
a correlation factor- )?,the value of which was found to
be 1.67, and the dr&g equation effectively became .

The curve of figure 6 indicated as “theory with empirical
torque correction (K = 1.67)~ was calculated on t~s
basis.

For the thrust coefficient, where an appreciable
difference exlstgd between the theoretical ~d the
experimental results, no attempt was made in reference 1
to modify the theoretical equations, and the empi.rtoal
relations were proposed as generally applicable. The I
curve of figure 6 indicated as “theory with empirical
torque and thrust corrections” was obtained by correcting
the theoretical thrust by the same difference that was
found in reference 1 between the theoretical and experi-
mental thrust values. The torque coefficient for this
curve was found as for the preopding curve,
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Inspeotlon of tti four curves of figure 6 shows
# that using the correlation faotor K Improves the agree-

ment ‘with-thedata but that.the theory is still sllghtly
Optimistioo The emplrloal thrust correction appears to
be of the oorreot magnitude at the higher thrust coeffl-
d.ents covered in these tests but seems tmlarge at the
lower thrust ooeffloientso A more detailed comparison
of the theory with these results 1s not justified beoause

‘ of the unl.sowneffects of the flow around the test
chamber and of the proximity of the balance-house roof.
It Is believed, however, that these effects are relatively
small in this case and that the analysis of reference 1
offers a reasonably accurate prediction of the fundamental
performance characteristlos of a helicopter rotor in the
statlo-thrust condition.

. Forward Flight

The performance data obtained for the forward-
flight conditions have been reduced to lift coefficients
and drag-lift-ratios; and the variations of these parame-
ters with pitch angle, tip-speed rdtio, and spindle-
angle setting are presented. In general, the discussion
of rotor losses and shaft-power input in terr.sof drag-
lift ratios follows along the same li.lesas h refer-
ence 2, through the equation

:= (3,+(:) +e) +e)
o P c

(1)

In this equation, P represents tie drag equivalent of
the shaft-power input:

P
= Shaft-power Input

Velooity

and the D?s similarly represent the drag equivalent of
the power required to overcome the induced and profile
drag of the blades, to overcome the parastte drag of the
fuselage, and to maintain a steady climb.

.—- .— .
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In presenting and applying the results of wind-tunnel
tests of an Isolated helicopter rotor it Is convenient
to use a modified form of equation (1) In whioh the drag-
lf.ftratios on the right-hand side are combined to give

(2)

where (D/L)r now corresponds to the total rotor losses
(induced + profile), and (D/L)useful becomes the ratio
of the thrust along the flight path to the rotor lift.

From the measurements taken durl~ the wind-tunnel
tests It was possible to calculate dlzwctly the qmntitles
P/L (from the power, the tunnel airspeed, and the lift
measured on the balanoes) and (D/I,)useful (from the
drag and lift forces measured on the balances). mom
these parameters the rotor losses (D/L)m were computed
by the relationship given In equation (21.

The parameters CL, P/LJ and (D~L)r were first
plotted against pitch =gle at the 0.75 radius for different
tip-sneed ratios at fixed spindle-angle settings. Fig-
ures ~(a) to 8(c) show these variables plotted in this
manner for the spindle-angle settin~ of -5.5°, and are
presented primarily to indicate the order of magnitude
of the scatter in the data. It should be noted that the
fixed spindle-mgle setting does not correspond to a
fixed aerodynamic angle of attack of the rotor disk since
the effect of the jet boundaries on the direction of the alr
stream is a functton of the rotor lift coeff’i~ient,
and hence is not constant for these figures. The correo-
tlon to the spindle-angle settin,~is given in figure 9
as a fumtlon of lift coefftoient. Furthermore, if the
behaviors of different rotors are to be compared on the
basis of angle of attack, the angle of attack of the
spindle axis is of no great importance without knowledge
of the blade flapplng or cyclic pitch variation. Since
the blade-motion data are not avail&ble at present, it
was found expedient to use the uncorrected spindle-angle
setting as a parameter for the mesentation of the per-
formance data. A method is outlined later in the discus-
sion by which the force data oan be applied, without
having the aerodynamlo angle of attack of the rotor, to
obtain the performance of a helicopter operating with
the Pv-2 rotor under various design oonditlons.
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From the originil plots of CL, P/L, ~d (D/L)r
● agalnat ‘0.7 ‘

&

cross p-lotswere made to obtain them.-.-”.,...
variation of ese p-arameterswith tip-speed ratio.f,or,
oonstant values ‘of pitcchangle and spindle-angle setting.
These cross plots are presented in figures 10 to 12.” It “
will be noticed that the data were not obtained over
Identical.ranges of pitoh angle and tip-speed ratio. It
was n.eoessaryto limit the range of test conditions at
the higher pitoh angles ahd tip-speed ratios because of
tke vibrations encountered at these conditions.

It Is evident that the data as presented do not
correspond directly to the flight conditions of the
rotor onerating on a particular helicopter design but
cover a range of des,ignconditions, A method is there-
fore outlined to indloate how these data can be applied
to determine the perfomnance of a helicopter (with a
rotor similar in design to the rotor tested) under a
given set of conditions.

It is assumed that the following ch+raoteristlos of
the helicopter are known: gross weight, rotor radius,
rotor speed, and parasite drag. It is also assumed that
the maohine is operating in level flight under standard
conditions and that the rotor angle of attack is small
so that the lift can be taken to be equal to the thrust.

From these known characteristics the thrust coeffic-
ient C can be computed. Then, for a desired forward
speed, o? tip-speed ratio, the lift coefficient is
calculated from the relation

2CT
(JL=—~2

The value of ‘0.75 corresponding to these values of

CL and p is determined from figure 10 for each
spindle-angle setttig. Having ‘0.75 for the desired

P9 P/L, and (D/L)r are obtained from figures 11
and 12, respectively, afi (D/L) Is then calcu-useful
lated from equation (2). These values of 0.,75,

p/L, (D/L)r, and (D/L)uaeful “are fo~ for eaOh
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spindle-angle setttng presented and then plotted against
spindle-angle setting. With the variables plotted i.n
this manner it is necessary only to detemine the spindle-”
angle setting whioh corresponds to the desired level-
fllght conditions. The prooedure Is to oalculate the
ratio (D/L)p fra the given parasite drag and gross
weight and then to find, from these plots, the spi.ndle-
angle setting for which ~(D/L)usefti equals this value
of (D/L)p. This method cen be applied to a helicopter
in steady olimb if, in the determination of as, the
addlti.onalthrust along the flight path required to
maintain a steady cllmb is added to the parasite drag.
In order to obtatn the variation of the”performance
parameters with forward velocity, or tip-speed ratio, “
the foregoing procedure is merely repeated for several
values of p. Following this procedure, the perfozmmnoe
characteristics of the rotor operatin

&
at thrust coeffl-

oients Or 0.00268, 0.00364, and o.00 6 were obtained,
The thrust coefflolent 0.00364 represents the design disk
loading of 2.04 for the PV-2 helicopter (25-foot-di.ameter
rotor operating at 371 rpm with a gross weight of
1000 pounds). The other thrust coeffj.olentscorrespond
to disk loadings of 1.50 and 2,50 when the rotor speed
and diameter are kept fixed or, when the disk loading is
held oonstant, correspond to rotor speeds of ~32 and
335 rm.

The values of’ eoo75, P/L, (D/L)r, and (D/L)usefu
were found for six values of v ranging from 0.12
to 0.22 at each spindle-angle setting. In view of the
scatter in the data and the llmited number of spindle-
angle settings at which these data were available,
straight lines were faired through the values obtained.
These results are presented in the charts of figure 13.
With these charts it is necessary to determine only the
lift coefficient and (D/L)D of the helicopter and, by
interpolating between the curves, the rotor performance
can be estimated direotly for the range of conditions
represented in the oharts.

It oan be seen in figure 13 that the variation
of (D/L)r with as IS relatively small. At the
lower tip-speed ratios (D/L)r decreases slightly
with forward tilt of the spindle and, with increasing
tip-speed rati.o,this effeot diminishes until, at the
higher tip-speed rattos, there appears to be a tendenoy

I
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for (D/L)r to inoreaae with forward sptndle tilt.
Consequently, alnoe (D/L)p deter&es the sptidle angle

r-‘--for ‘agiven--s-etof-operating oondltions-a relatively
large error In estimating this ratio results tn aecond-
order errors In esthating the rotor losses.

! SinGe fuselage-drag data are not available for the
PV-2 helloopter, It is assumed that an equivalent flat~
plate drag area f equal to 7 square feet represents the
parasite drag of the maohine, and performance estimates
were made on this basis. For horizontal.fl: ~t :i?dthls
assumed maohine, the variation of 00@75s P #
(D/’L)r w~th tip-speed ratio, for the thee values of
thrust ooefflolent ohosen
I&(b), and I&(o).

are given in figures U+(a),
(For b

T
= 0.004J+6 these values were

obtained by extrapolating he ourves of figure 13 to
small posltlve values of aao) Also Inoluded.in these
figures are the theoretloal variations of these parameters
9s determined from the oharts of referenoe 2. A com-
parison of the seotion characteristics used in regar-
enoe 2 with those obtained frcm unpublished wind=tunnel
tests of a seotion of’ a PV-2 rotor blade is given in
figure 15. me difference between the drag curves arises
from the fact that the values used In reference 2 were
representative ofthose attainable with blades having a
relatively smooth and aocurate contour and having an
airfoil seotion with appreofablo oamber~

. .

In general, there a~]pearsto be a discrepancy between
the pitch angles predicted by the theory and those
measured in the tests, the measurements showing the
lower values of pitch angle. This difference is about
1.25° and appears to be approximately oonstant within
the accuracy of the pitch-angle measurements. Analysis
of these differences led to the belief that this dls-
crepanoy Is not due to the inadequacy of the theory but
rather to an error made in the reference to which the
pitch angle was measured. Such a constant error in
pitch-angle measurement, however, does not alter the

1 relationship between the foroe parameters, and the
method outllned for applying the data to speclfio con-
ditions Is still valid.

99
At the lowest thrust ooefftoient (0.00268) good

agreement exists between the force ratios determined
fr~ the test results and the theory. At higher thrust
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the rotor lobses.prbdicted from the ~harts
2 are oDtlml.stioand the”difference “Increases

with increasing thru~t coef$t.clentand decreasing tip-
speed ratio. These ”trends are more ~ppsrsnt in figure 16
where the rotor 10SS8S (D/L)r are plotted against disk
loading for three values of tip-speed ratio.

The divergence “ofthe theoretical and experimental
curves with Increasing thrust coefficient can be attributed,
at least in part, to the divergence between the corresponding
drag polars as shown in figura “15. The analysls of refer-
ence 2 would probably give a more accurate prediction of
the performance of this rotor if the actual section drag
curve wasusedm, at least, a better approximation to it.

The larger differences between theory and experi-
ment at..thelower tip-speed ratio may be partly due to
inaccuracies In the jet-boundary corrections, which are
largest at the low tip-speed ratios (that is, at the high
lift ooefficlents): The corrections applied to the D/L
ratios shown on figures 13 and 4 varied from a maxi.mm
of 0.034 at the highest lift coefficient to a rnininumof
0.007 at the lowest”.liftcoefflolent. The differences
between theory and experiment, however, seem to be too
large to be totally ascribable to this effect,

The dependence of the rotor horsepower required on
the operating conditions csn be seen in figures 17 and 18
In which horsepower-velocity polars are presented for the
same value of parasite drag and the “same”three values of
thrust coefficient used in the previous discussion. In
the first case (fig. 17) the three values of thrust
coeffi~ient were obtained by keephg the rotor tip speed
constant and changing the disk loadlng. Here the power
required Increases with thrust coefficient, due primartly
to the higher downwash velocities in the wake which result
in”greater induced losses. In the second case (fig. 18]
the disk loading was held constant end the different
thrust coefficients were.obtained by changing the rotor . !
tip speed.. Here the power required decreases with
Increasing thrust coefficient. The saving in power
obtained by reducing the rotor speed at constant disk
loading results from operating closer to the optimum
profile drag-llft ratio of the rotor since the Induced
losses are essentially the same at each thrust coeffi-
cient. As before, the agreement with the theoretically
predicted curves is quite close except toward the higher
thrust coefficients.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

. . . . .
The performance oharacterlstlos of the PV-2 rotor

have been determined over a range of conditions. Con-
venient charts for the forward-flight range covered in
these tests have been prepared frmn whloh the performance
of a heli.oopterequipped with such a rotor may be pre-
ilioted. The results of the investigation indicate that
the theoretical methods employed in referenoe 1 (static
thrust) and reference 2 (forward flight) will provide
reasonably aoourate zmsults when the aotual blade-seotion
oharaoteristios are used in the computations. A more
detailed analysis of the validity of the theories,
particularly with regard to second-order effects, Is
not believed to be justified with the present state of
knowledge. In order to obtain a more detailed comparison,
blade-motion data as well as force-test data should be
available for a wider range of cotiitions than were
covered in these tests. Furthermore, suoh a comparison
would still be somewhat clouded until the effects of the
jet boundaries, the proximity of the balance-house roof,and
the restralntof the test-chamber walls on the air flow
and rotor forces have been determined.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs.,
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J’lgure2.-Looatlonof PV-2helloopterrotorIn theLangley
ftall-aotitunnel.



Figure3.- Generalviewof PV-2 helicopterrotormountedinthe.Langley
full-scaletunnel.
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Figure4.- PV-2 helicopterrotormountedintieLangleyhill-scale
tunnelasviewedfrom theentrancecone.
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Flgur.6.. Varlatlon of thrust and k+rqueooef~le~ontsfor the PV-2helloopter*tor

!?the●tatio-thrustoondlticm. Zlieoretleal
= 0.0605; 8 = O.oow; f..- 0.400; r“

.s, bae~on referenso1;
a = 5.5 perradian.
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Fi&aro 8.- Vas%atlon of aerodynakla eharaeteristies with
pzteh an la rOr severalvalues of tip-speed

fratio; P -2 helloopter rotor, aa = -5.5°.
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(a) aa, -Q5°e
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?Zgaro U.- Yartatioa0? pewr drag-M?t ratM withIlls-peedratio for
Qltf*r@ltValtaoc of pmul Y le. PV-2 helloopterrotor;
rotor @eetl, appmxlaately o rpm.
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